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ABSTRACT

Recently, digital video broadcasting-handheld (DVB-H) and IP datacast over DVB-H (DVB-IPDC) have been developed to
support broadcasting services. DVB-H is designed to support digital video broadcast for handheld devices, whereas DVB-
IPDC can integrate with an IP-relay network to complement the data loss problem in DVB-H. Assuming that WiMAX
networks are adopted to support DVB-IPDC, this paper points out two critical problems: group packet loss (GPL) and
broadcast data handover (BDH). GPL occurs when there is a burst of retransmission requests for the same pieces of data
with high spatial or temporal correlation. BDH happens when some devices that made the above requests handover to new
serving cells. To solve these problems, we propose lazy wait and group acknowledgement schemes to alleviate duplicate
requests by exploiting their spatial and temporal correlations. This not only reduces the requests submitted by neighboring
devices in both space and time domains but also avoids handovering devices from sending duplicate requests in new cells.
Through mathematical analysis, we show how to adaptively adjust the timers of lazy wait and group acknowledgement
based on channel quality. Simulation results prove that our schemes can efficiently reduce retransmission requests and
retransmission packets, thus alleviating congestion in the IP-relay network. Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Digital video broadcasting-handheld (DVB-H) [1,2] is
developed from the successful DVB-T (terrestrial) sys-
tem with special designs for handheld, battery-powered
devices. DVB-H adopts a time-slicing mechanism to
reduce the energy consumption of mobile devices (MDs).
Because MDs are vulnerable to packet loss in a wire-
less environment [3,4], a feedback mechanism to request
retransmissions is necessary. There are two possible solu-
tions. One is to use the DVB-H return channel to request
the lost packets. However, not only the return channel is
quite small but also the DVB-H server can be easily over-
loaded [5]. The other solution is to adopt IP datacast over
DVB-H (DVB-IPDC) [6–8], which relies on cooperating
with a separate wireless network, such as an IP-relay wire-
less network, to allow MDs to submit requests and receive
lost packets.

This paper supports DVB-IPDC by adopting broadband
WiMAX networks [9,10] as an example to serve as the
datacast channel. We consider MDs roaming inside the
coverage of both DVB-H and WiMAX networks, as shown
in Figure 1. The DVB-H server continuously broadcasts
digital videos to MDs. When an MD detects any packet†

loss, it requests a nearby WiMAX relay station (RS) for
retransmission. Under this architecture, we point out two
critical problems: group packet loss (GPL) and broad-
cast data handover (BDH). GPL occurs when there are
burst of requests for retransmissions of the same pieces of
data with high spatial or temporal correlation. Thus, some
RSs may be seriously congested by incoming requests
and outgoing retransmissions. On the other hand, BDH
occurs when some MDs handover to neighboring RS cells

†In this paper, a “packet” means a DVB-H packet.
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Figure 1. The IP datacast over digital video broadcasting-handheld (DVB-H) architecture with WiMAX networks as the datacast
channel. BS, base station; MD, mobile device; RS, relay station.

after submitting their requests. Thus, duplicate requests
and retransmissions could further congest the WiMAX
network.

To solve these problems, we should prevent MDs from
sending duplicate requests and deliver lost packets effec-
tively. In fact, many requests could exhibit spatial or tem-
poral correlations. In the space domain, neighboring MDs
may send similar requests because they are interfered by
the same noise or obstacles. Moreover, the handover behav-
ior of MDs may extend this spatial correlation to neigh-
boring cells. In the time domain, some MDs may lose a
sequence of packets because the interference sources often
exist for a spell. If redundant requests and retransmis-
sions can be merged, the network efficiency can be greatly
improved.

This paper proposes a bulk recovery with lazy wait (BR-
LW) scheme to deal with the GPL and BDH problems by
exploiting the spatial and temporal correlations of retrans-
mission requests. The idea is to adopt the lazy wait and
group acknowledgement mechanisms. Specifically, when
an MD detects any packet loss, it “lazily” waits a random
period and only sends the request to its associated RS if
needed. Then each RS accumulates the requests from its
MDs and broadcasts a group acknowledgement gack to its
cell to announce the requests it has received. On receiving
gack, each MD cancels those requests that appear in gack
but have not been sent out yet. Also, the RS packs its accu-
mulated requests in bulk and sends it to the WiMAX base
station (BS). The BS queries the DVB-H server for the lost
packets and then sends these packets to MDs through the
corresponding RSs.

In BR-LW, we adopt three special designs to reduce
duplicate requests and improve network efficiency:

� With lazy wait, each MD can pack many small
requests together and sends one bulk request to the
RS. Thus, not only is the amount of message trans-
missions reduced but also network contention is
alleviated. The waiting period should be adaptively
adjusted based on the DVB-H channel condition.
When the MD experiences a bad channel, a shorter
period is adopted to quickly recover the lost packets;
otherwise, a longer period is adopted to accumulate
more requests.

� The group acknowledgement gack not only confirms
the receipt of requests by the RS but also prevents
MDs from sending duplicate requests. The timing to
send gack should consider the spatial and temporal
correlations of requests. When most requests exhibit
high spatial or temporal correlation, gack is sent
immediately to avoid further duplication. Otherwise,
the RS can defer gack to collect more requests.

� The BS also takes advantage of the spatial and tempo-
ral correlations of retransmission requests to improve
the transmission efficiency. In the space domain, we
divide RSs into several multicast groups according
to their positions, so that the BS can multicast
the requested packets to adjacent RSs altogether to
reduce the amount of transmissions. In the time
domain, the BS proactively fetches correlated packets
from the DVB-H server in advance to reduce the
downloading latency.
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Major contributions of this paper are threefold. First, we
point out the new GPL and BDH problems under the DVB-
IPDC environment. Second, we propose the lazy wait
and group acknowledgement schemes to solve these prob-
lems by exploiting the spatial and temporal correlations of
requests. Simulation results show that our schemes can sig-
nificantly reduce the amounts of retransmission requests
and retransmission packets, thereby alleviating network
congestion. Third, with mathematical analysis, we discuss
how to adaptively adjust the timers of lazy wait and gack
according to the channel conditions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives the problem statements and surveys related work.
Section 3 presents the BR-LW scheme, whereas Section 4
discusses how to determine its system parameters. Simula-
tion results are shown in Section 5. Conclusions are drawn
in Section 6.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1. Problem statements

We consider a DVB-H system with WiMAX networks
as the datacast channel (refer to Figure 1). Each MD is
equipped with a DVB-H data receiver and a WiMAX wire-
less interface. The WiMAX networks consist of multiple
BSs connected to the DVB-H server through an IP-based
network. Each BS supports multiple RSs. MDs contin-
uously receive the DVB-H broadcast data and ask their
associated RSs to retransmit the lost packets. Each packet
has a deadline, and a packet missing its deadline will be
dropped. We assume that each MD maintains a small play-
back buffer and that there is an upper-layer protocol to
manage the buffer to guarantee some video quality of ser-
vice (QoS) requirements, such as jitter and peak signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR). Therefore, in this paper, we only focus
on the retransmission of lost packets to avoid missing their
deadlines.

For each BS, it collects the requests from its RSs, packs
and forwards these requests to the DVB-H server, and then
sends the requested packets to MDs through the corre-
sponding RSs. In the above architecture, the GPL problem
occurs when MDs send duplicate requests for the same
packets (i.e., the requests exhibit spatial correlation) or
multiple requests for consecutive packets (i.e., the requests
exhibit temporal correlation). The BDH problem occurs
when an MD sends its requests to an RS, handovers to
another RS, and then resends the same requests to this
new associated RS again. Our goal is to reduce the above
redundancy to improve retransmission efficiency and avoid
potential congestion in the WiMAX networks.

2.2. Related work

Digital video broadcasting-handheld is developed from the
DVB-T system, which relies on uni-directional broadcast.
Prior studies thus focus on integrating DVB-T with other
wireless networks to provide two-way communications.

For example, Reference [11] suggests adopting GSM net-
works for this purpose. In Reference [12], a GPRS network
is adopted to support near-media-on-demand service such
as MP3 delivery. References [13,14] address the integra-
tion of 3G, WLAN, and DVB-T networks, where the
objective is to manage the composite network resources.
A seamless, cross-layer interworking scheme between
DVB-T and IEEE 802.11 WLANs is proposed in Refer-
ence [15] to provide interactive mobile TV services, where
a gateway is deployed in each access network to conduct
media adaptations. Similarly, References [16] proposes a
testbed for mobile interactive television, where DVB-H
streams are accessed through WiFi networks. In Refer-
ences [17], the concept of mobile social television is pro-
posed, where the DVB-H content is shared among mobile
users through peer-to-peer interactivity. Automatic config-
uration of an IP-based interworking model among WLAN,
3G, and DVB-H is addressed in References [18].

Following the DVB-IPDC architecture, several research
efforts consider recovering DVB-H data through an IP-
relay wireless network. Reference [19] suggests multicast-
ing a DVB-H stream to multiple receivers through a WiFi
access point. This work relies on maintaining multicast
group membership to avoid carrier sense multiple access
with collision avoidance contention; it differs from our
work in that we use the datacast channel only for retrans-
missions. The study of Gomez-Barquero and Bria [20]
adopts a cellular network to transmit repair data for the
receivers temporarily affected by noise, interference, or
fading. Similarly, Reference [21] integrates DVB-H with
a 3G network to transmit additional parity data for the
recovery purpose. Reference [22] proposes an application-
layer forward error correction scheme and a multiburst
coding scheme to deliver DVB-H data to improve trans-
mission robustness. However, none of the above work
addresses the GPL and BDH problems. References [23,24]
propose a content delivery protocol (CDP) for the DVB-
IPDC architecture to recover lost or corrupted packets, and
Reference [25] evaluates the cost of CDP’s repair mecha-
nism. Note that CDP relies on a point-to-point mechanism,
whereas ours adopts a more efficient point-to-multipoint
mechanism. In Reference [26], MDs are organized as an
ad hoc network, and each MD encountering packet loss
will query the lost packets from other MDs. Reference [27]
proposes a recovery mechanism based on a peer-to-peer
basis connecting Mobile TV clients via Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System to recover packets that have
been lost during the Mobile TV DVB-H transmission. Dif-
ferent from References [26,27], our work follows the DVB-
IPDC architecture to retransmit through an infrastructured
network.

3. THE BULK RECOVERY WITH
LAZY WAIT SCHEME

In this section, we describe our BR-LW scheme. How to
adaptively adjust its system parameters will be discussed
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in Section 4. Table I summarizes our notations. Figure 2
illustrates the flowchart of BR-LW. We assume that each
MD has a small buffer to store the received DVB-H packets
before playback, so an MD can tolerate a reasonable delay
di for each packet pi . Our goal is to reduce the amount
of message transmissions between MDs and RSs and that
between RSs and BSs to preserve wireless bandwidth and
avoid network congestion. In the following sections, we
present the operations conducted by MDs, RSs, and BSs.

3.1. Operations of machine devices

Each MD continuously receives the packets sent from the
DVB-H server and maintains a table TMD to record the
information of the lost packets. Specifically, for each lost
packet pi , the MD inserts an entry .pi ; di ; tLi / into its

TMD, where di is the deadline and tLi is the lazy-wait

timer of packet pi . Initially, the entry .pi ; di ; tLi / is set as

“unqueried.” The value of timer tLi is randomly selected
from .0; tlazy�, where tlazy is a system parameter to be

Table I. Summary of notations.

Notation Definition

TMD The table stored in each MD to record the
information of the lost packets

pi A lost packet with index i
di The deadline of packet pi

tL
i The lazy-wait timer of packet pi

Tlazy The threshold value to determine the
lazy-wait timers

TRS The table stored in each RS to record the
information of the received RREQs

ni The number of RREQs that request packet pi

gack The group acknowledgement
cnum The number of entries in TRS

cvar The coefficient of variation of all ni ’s in TRS

ınum The threshold value of cnum for the RS to
trigger a gack

ıvar The threshold value of cvar for the RS to
trigger a gack

� The threshold value of the sum of all ni ’s in
TRS for
The RS to trigger a gack

�E The expected number of successive lost packets
by an MD

R The set of lost packets requested by RREQs
during the tgack period

NR The size of R
"i The minimum value of ni for the RS to trigger

a gack

T The period of simulation time
F The distribution of packet loss in the simulations
L The distribution of correlation feature of RREQs

in the simulations

MD, mobile device; RS, relay station; RREQ, recovery request.

selected according to the current DVB-H channel condi-
tion. Intuitively, when the MD experiences a bad channel,
a smaller tlazy is set to enforce the MD to quickly react
to packet loss; otherwise, a larger tlazy is set to allow the
MD to accumulate more requests. (We will discuss how
to adaptively adjust tlazy in Section 4.1.) Note that the
order that these lazy-wait timers expired is not necessar-
ily the same as the order that the corresponding packets
were lost. Figure 2 gives an example. Although packet pi
is lost earlier than packet pj , timer tLi expires later than

timer tLj .
When any lazy-wait timer expires, the MD will send to

its associated RS a recovery requestRREQ.di ; pi ; � � � ; pk/
containing the earliest packet deadline di and the indices of
all lost packets pi ; � � � ; pk whose entries are “unqueried”
in its TMD . We assume that the transmissions of RREQs
are more reliable (guaranteed by an acknowledgement
mechanism). Then the MD marks all entries in its TMD
as “queried” and cancels all active lazy-wait timers. For
example, in Figure 2, because timer tLj expires first, MD1
will send an RREQ and cancel timers tLi and tL

k
.

Each MD continuously repeats the above actions (i.e.,
inserts entries for lost packets into TMD and marks entries
as “queried” by sending RREQs). However, when the MD
receives a group acknowledgement gack from its associ-
ated RS while its TMD is non-empty, it will mark those
entries in its TMD that have the same packet indices in gack
as “queried” and then cancel the corresponding lazy-wait
timers. Figure 2 shows an example. Supposing that MD1
receives gack that contains the packet indices px and py ,
MD1 will mark the entries .px ; dx ; tLx / and .py ; dy ; tLy /

as “queried” and cancel the active timers tLx and tLy . When
either deadline di expires or the MD receives packet pi ,
the entry .pi ; di ; tLi / is removed from TMD.

To deal with the BDH problem, when an MD handovers
to a new RS cell, two cases will be considered:

(1) If all entries of the MD’s TMD are “unqueried,”
which means that there are no pending RREQs in
its old RS, this handovering MD behaves the same
as a non-handovering MD.

(2) If there are some entries marked as “queried” in
TMD, which means that the handovering MD did not
receive the requested packets from the old RS,‡ the
MD will set all entries in its TMD as “unqueried”
and initialize a lazy-wait timer tL

HO
. The value of

tL
HO

is also randomly selected from .0; tlazy�. This
lazy-wait timer is not associated with any packet.
Its purpose is to ensure that this handovering MD
still has a chance to send a RREQ to let the new RS
know its (previously) lost packets if the MD does
not experience any packet loss after handovering to
the new RS cell.

‡That is, the MD sends RREQs to the RS, but the RS has not returned

the requested packets yet.
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Figure 2. The flowchart of bulk recovery with lazy wait. DVB-H, digital video broadcasting-handheld; BS, base station; RS, relay
station; RREQ, recovery request; MD, mobile device.

When any of the lazy-wait timers expires, this handovering
MD will send a RREQ to the new RS and cancel all active
lazy-wait timers (including tL

HO
).

The above lazy wait design has three advantages. First,
we can prevent MDs from sending a large number of
small RREQs. Instead, an MD can combine all requests
together and send a bulk RREQ. Thus, not only the over-
head of packet headers is reduced but also the network
contention is also alleviated. Second, the random waiting
periods help differentiate RREQs’ transmission time and
thus reduce potential packet collisions. Third, by defer-
ring RREQs, the probability to receive gack before send-
ing RREQs is increased, thus avoiding MDs from sending
duplicate requests to the RS. Because a handovering MD
will also conduct lazy wait in the new RS cell, some of
its duplicate requests could be eliminated if packet loss in
both new and old RS cells exhibit spatial correlation.

3.2. Operations of relay stations

Each RS should keep the RREQs received from its asso-
ciated MDs in a table TRS. Each entry .pi ; ni / in TRS
contains the index of a lost packet pi and the number ni
of MDs that request packet pi . Every time TRS changes

from empty to non-empty, a timer tgack is initiated to deter-
mine the deadline to broadcast gack. The expiration of tgack

should be earlier than the earliest packet deadline in each
received RREQ. For example, in Figure 2, tgack should
expire earlier than the earliest packet deadline di .

In addition, the RS should check two parameters cnum
and cvar whenever the content of its TRS changes, where
cNum is the total number of entries in TRS and cvar is the
coefficient of variation of all ni ’s in TRS that is defined as
the ratio of the standard deviation of all ni ’s to their mean.
The RS will broadcast a gack immediately to its associated
MDs if any of the following conditions is true:

(1) cnum � ınum: Because the RS will clear cnum and
TRS whenever it sends out gack (this will be dis-
cussed later), the functionality of TRS can be viewed
as a “sliding window” to record which packets are
lost among a small set of packets broadcasted from
the DVB-H server in each round. Therefore, when
the number of entries in TRS (i.e., cnum) exceeds
a threshold ınum, there is a high probability that
consecutive or semi-consecutive packets are lost.
In other words, these RREQs could exhibit tem-
poral correlation.
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(2) cvar � ıvar: When the coefficient of variation cvar
exceeds a threshold ıvar, it means that some of the
packets may be lost by a large number of MDs.
In this case, these RREQs could exhibit spatial
correlation.

(3)
P
.pi ;ni /2TRS

ni � �: When both cnum < ınum and
cvar < ıvar, but the RS has collected a sufficient
number � of RREQs, this also implies some sort of
spatial correlation of received RREQs.

(4) Timer tgack expires: If none of the above three con-
ditions are met, it means that most RREQs are not
correlated. Thus, the RS defers gack until timer tgack

expires to collect more RREQs.

Parameters ınum, ıvar, and � are thresholds to determine
how quickly the RS should broadcast gack before timer
tgack expires. The threshold � can be calculated by past
statistics. We will discuss how to adaptively adjust ınum
and ıvar in Section 4. If any condition above is met, the RS
broadcasts a gack containing all packet indices in its TRS.

As to the content of the gack, our design will try to
exploit both spatial and temporal correlations of RREQs
to inhibit potential future RREQs. There are two rules.

(1) In the space domain, gack will contain all packet
indices that have received so far. This prevents
nearby MDs from sending duplicate requests.
Specifically, when an MD sends the request of a lost
packet pi to the RS, other neighboring MDs that
also lose packet pi but have not sent their requests
yet will cancel their submissions after receiving
gack. In Figure 2, suppose that MD2’s RREQ con-
tains packet indices px and py . If the gack from
the RS also contains px and py , MD1 will remove
.px ; dx ; t

L
x / and .py ; dy ; tLy / from its TMD.

(2) In the time domain, the RS tries to predict future lost
packets. Specifically, if it finds a sequence of packet
indices pn�ˇ , pn�ˇC1, � � � , pn in its TRS, the gack
will include ˛ more packet indices pnC1, pnC2,
� � � , pnC˛ , so as to exploit temporal correlation of
RREQs. Here, ˛ and ˇ are system parameters.

After sending gack, the RS cancels timer tgack if it has not
expired yet, resets its cnum and cvar to zeros, sends a bulk
request containing all of the packet indices in gack to the
BS, and clears its TRS. Note that to reduce the overhead of
packet headers and alleviate network contention, each RS
also packs small requests together and then sends one bulk
request to the BS.

For the BDH problem, we suggest dividing RSs into
multiple multicast groups according to their relative posi-
tions in deployment, where adjacent RSs will be grouped
together [28,29]. Because MDs usually handover to adja-
cent RS cells, this behavior could make the received
RREQs exhibit spatial correlation in each multicast group
of RSs. Therefore, the BS can take advantage of multicast
to alleviate BDH by simultaneously sending the requested

packets to the RSs in the same multicast group. This issue
will be further discussed later.

After obtaining the packets from the BS, the RS will
send these packets to all its MDs through broadcasting.
Using broadcasting has two advantages over using unicast-
ing. First, the RS does not need to record which packets are
lost by which MD, thus reducing storage and maintenance
costs (especially when there are many handovering MDs).
Second, the RS can significantly alleviate the amount of
transmissions if most MDs lose similar packets. In addi-
tion, even when there are many handovering MDs, broad-
casting can help reduce the cost of sending orphan packets
(i.e., those packets no longer requested by any MD).

3.3. Operations of base stations

Recall that RSs will be divided into multiple multicast
groups according to their positions. For each multicast
group of RSs, the BS will collect (and pack) their requests
and send a bulk request to the DVB-H server to ask for
retransmissions of lost packets. Then the BS will multicast
the requested packets to the member RSs in the multi-
cast group. The above multicast takes advantage of spatial
correlation of requests because MDs in some adjacent RS
cells may lose similar packets. Besides, the handovering
behavior of MDs extends this spatial correlation to neigh-
boring RS cells. To take advantage of temporal correlation
of requests, the BS can prefetch a small number of future
correlated packets from the DVB-H server. In this way, the
downloading latency can be reduced.

Note that the goal of this paper is to reduce redundant
requests to avoid bandwidth waste and network conges-
tion. How to guarantee video QoS requirements, such as
jitter and PSNR, is out of the scope of this paper. There-
fore, BR-LW adopts cnum and cvar to help RSs decide when
to broadcast gack to alleviate redundant requests. For the
delay concern, because packets have deadlines and MDs
will drop those out-of-date packets, we consider a packet
with no delay if the packet can be received by the MD
before passing its deadline. Therefore, BR-LW makes MDs
to notify the RS of packet deadlines so that these lost
packets can be sent to MDs before they become out of date.

4. DETERMINING SYSTEM
PARAMETERS OF BULK RECOVERY
WITH LAZY WAIT

In this section, we discuss how to adaptively adjust the
system parameters of BR-LW according to the network
situation.

4.1. Adjustment of lazy-wait timer tlazy

The system parameter tlazy determines how long an MD
waits to send its RREQ after it incurs any packet loss. Intu-
itively, a shorter length of tlazy is adopted if the MD incurs
a bad DVB-H channel. In this case, because the MD is
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expected to lose a large number of packets, the MD has
to send its RREQ immediately to recover the lost packets.
Otherwise, a longer length of tlazy is adopted to make the
MD accumulate more requests into its RREQ. Therefore,
we adjust the length of tlazy in a binary exponential manner
as follows:

tlazy D .di � tcurrent/� 2
��E (1)

where tcurrent is the current time and �E is the expected
number of successive lost packets by the MD.

To calculate �E , we adopt a four-state aggregated
Markov process (AMP), which can approximate the behav-
ior of a DVB-H channel (even when the MD is moving)
[30]. AMP considers a finite-state channel error model,
where the states are divided into two groups SC and SE
that correspond to the correct and erroneous reception of
packets, respectively. Each group is associated with an out-
put symbol that emits at each state transition and ends at
the given group. In particular, let X D fX0;X1; � � � g be a
time-homogenous Markov chain with a four-state space S W
f1; 2; 3; 4g. We can divide S into two groups, SC W f1; 2g
and SE W f3; 4g. Let ˚ W S ! fc; eg be an emission func-
tion, where ˆ.i/ D c if i 2 SC and ˆ.i/ D e if i 2 SE .
If we denote the output process of X as Y D fY0;Y1; � � � g
with state space .c; e/, then Y is an AMP.

The transition probability matrix of X is defined as

MX D ŒPij �4�4 D2
664

�1 0 .1� �1/!3 .1� �1/!4
0 �2 .1� �2/!3 .1� �2/!4

.1� �3/!1 .1� �3/!2 �3 0

.1� �4/!1 .1� �4/!2 0 �4

3
775

where Pij is the transition probability from state i to state
j , 1 � i ; j � 4; the condition 0 � �i � 1 holds for
i D 1; 2; 3; 4; !i s, i D 1; 2; 3; 4, are the weights such that
!1C!2 D 1 and !3C!4 D 1.

Let �.n/ D
h
�
.n/
1 �

.n/
2 �

.n/
3 �

.n/
4

i
be the vector of state

probability distribution, where each �.n/i , i D 1; 2; 3; 4,
is the unconditional probability of being in state i at time
n. Let � D limn!1 �.n/ D Œ�1 �2 �3 �4�. If the limit
exists, � is a stationary distribution. Thus, we can calculate
� by � �MX D � and � � 1D 1. Therefore, we can obtain
that

�i D
!i

.1� �i /
4P
jD1

!j
1��j

; for i D 1; 2; 3; 4

With � , we can calculate the probability that an MD
incurs erroneous reception of packets by

Prob.Y D e/D
X
i2SE

�i

D �3C �4

D
!3

.1� �3/
4P
jD1

!j
1��j

C
1�!3

.1� �4/
4P
jD1

!j
1��j

(2)

On the other hand, the value of Prob.Y D e/ can be mea-
sured by the average packet error rate of the MD during
a fixed observation window. Therefore, the moving behav-
ior of the MD is also considered because it will impose
an effect on the received signal strength. By assigning
weights !1, !2, !3, and !4, we can adopt the Levenberg–
Marquardt algorithm [31] to calculate the variables �1, �2,
�3, and �4 in Equation (2).

Now, Let DE be the discrete random variable of the
dwell time in state group SE . The probability mass func-
tion of DE is defined by [30]

PD.n/,Prob.DE D n/
DProb.XjC2 2 SE ; � � � ;XjCn 2 SE ;

XjCnC1 2 SC j Xj 2 SC ;XjC1 2 SE /

D

4X
iD3

!i�
n�1
i .1� �i /; for nD 1; 2; � � �

Then the probability-generating function of DE is calcu-
lated by

GD.z/D
1X
nD1

PD.n/z
n

D

1X
nD1

 
4X
iD3

!i�
n�1
i .1� �i /

!
� zn

D

1X
nD1

 
4X
iD3

!i .1� �i /

�i

!
� �ni z

n

D

4X
iD3

!i .1� �i /

�i
�

1X
nD1

.�iz/
n

D

4X
iD3

!i .1� �i /

�i
�
�iz

1� �iz
(3)

Let us define fi .z/D
�iz
1��iz

. Then Equation (3) is written
as

GD.z/D
4X
iD3

!i .1� �i /

�i
� fi .z/
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The kth derivative of fi .z/ is calculated by

f
.k/
i .z/D

dk�1

dzk�1

�
f 0i .z/

�
D

dk�1

dzk�1

�
�i .1� �iz/� �iz.��i /

.1� �iz/2

�

D �i �
dk�1

dzk�1

�
1

.1� �iz/2

�

D
kŠ�ki

.1� �iz/kC1

Therefore, the kth derivative of GD.z/ is calculated by

G
.k/
D .z/D

4X
iD3

kŠ�k�1i !i .1� �i /

.1� �iz/kC1
; for k D 1; 2; � � �

(4)

By Equation (4), we can calculate the expectation of DE
as

�E DG
.1/
D .1/D

!3

1� �3
C
1�!3

1� �4
(5)

By substituting Equation (5) into Equation (1), we can
obtain tlazy.

4.2. Adjustment of threshold ınum

The threshold ınum determines how quickly the RS will
broadcast gack. When cnum � ınum, the RS sends a gack
because the received RREQs may exhibit temporal corre-
lation. Let R D fp1; p2; � � � ; pjRjg be the set of the lost
packets requested by RREQs that the RS collects during
the tgack period. The size of R is

NR � � � eMD � tgack

where � is the packet transmission rate of the DVB-H
server and eMD is the average packet error rate of an
MD. Then we adopt the Zipf’s law [32] to calculate ınum.
According to the Zipf’s law, many types of data studied
in the physical and social sciences such as on-demand
broadcasting and video-on-demand services [33] can be
approximated by Zipfian distributions. Thus, we model
the arrival of RREQs by a Zipfian distribution. Besides,
because of the lazy wait scheme, we assume that a con-
tinuous or near-continuous sequence of packet indices are
put together in a single RREQ if the packet loss exhibits
temporal correlation.

Suppose that the packets in R are ranked decreasingly
by the number of RREQs that query them. The Zipf’s law
predicts that out of these NR packets, the frequency of a
packet with rank k that appears in RREQs is

f .pk/D

1

k�

NRP
iD1

1

i�

where � is an exponent characterizing the Zipfian distribu-
tion. For instance, supposing that NR D 5 and � D 0:6, the
frequencies of packets p1, p2, p3, p4, and p5 appearing
in RREQs are 0.33, 0.22, 0.17. 0.15, and 0.13, respec-
tively. In other words, about 33%, 22%, 17%, 15%, and
13% RREQs request packets p1, p2, p3, p4, and p5,
respectively. Therefore, we calculate ınum by

ınumX
iD1

f .pi /� Fth

where Fth is the expected cumulative frequency of the
first ınum packets that most frequently appear in RREQs.
Clearly, we have Fth > 0:5 (i.e., the first ınum packets are
requested by more than half of all RREQs). For instance,
we can set Fth D 0:7 and thus calculate ınum D 3 in
the previous example. In this case, because the first three
packets are requested by at least 70% RREQs, the RS can
broadcast gack without waiting the remaining 30% RREQs.

4.3. Adjustment of threshold ıvar

The threshold ıvar also determines how quickly the RS
will broadcast gack. When cvar � ıvar, the RS sends
a gack because the received RREQs may exhibit spatial
correlation.

Let "1, "2, � � � , and "NR be the minimum values of n1,
n2, � � � , and nNR , respectively, that trigger the RS to broad-
cast a gack, where "i > 0 for all i D 1 : : :NR. In other
words, if ni � "i for any i D 1 : : :NR, the RS sends a
gack. Then ıvar is calculated by the coefficient of variation
of all "i s, i D 1 : : :NR:

ıvar D

s
1

N
R

NRP
iD1

."i � "avg/2

"avg

(6)

where "avg D .1=NR/
PNR
iD1 "i . Note that the sum of all

"i s, i D 1 : : :NR, is smaller than � (otherwise, by case 3 in
Section 3.2, the RS sends a gack because of

PNR
iD1 ni � �).

Thus, we have

NRX
iD1

"i �

NRX
iD1

ni < � (7)

The values of "1, "2, � � � , and "NR can be calculated
by an optimization problem whose objective is to mini-
mize the total communication cost between the RS and its
MDs. In particular, let ‚.�/ be the number of messages
exchanged between the RS and its MDs during the tgack

period, under the constraint in Equation (7). Therefore, we
have

‚.�/DNRREQCNgack

where NRREQ is the number of RREQs sent by MDs and
Ngack is the number of gack sent by the RS. Because the
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RS sends only one gack during the tgack period, we have
Ngack D 1. Thus, the above equation is written as

‚.�/DNRREQC 1 (8)

Our goal is to find the values of "1, "2, � � � , and "NR such
that ‚.�/ is minimized.

Because
PNR
iD1 ni � � will trigger the RS to send a

gack, the maximum number of RREQs received by the RS
before sending gack is �. Therefore, before the condition
cvar � ıvar is satisfied, the expectation of NRREQ is

EŒNRREQ�

D � � Prob

 
.no gack is sent because of cvar < ıvar/

ˇ̌
 

no gack is sent because of
NRX
iD1

ni < �

!!

D � � Prob

0
@.ni < "i ;8pi 2R/ˇ̌

0
@NRX
iD1

ni < �

1
A
1
A

D � �

Prob

 
.ni < "i ;8pi 2R/\

 
NRP
iD1

ni < �

!!

Prob

 
NRP
iD1

ni < �

!
(9)

We assume that each MD sends its RREQs independently
with other MDs. By Equation (7), we obtain that

Prob

0
@.ni < "i ;8pi 2R/\

0
@NRX
iD1

ni < �

1
A
1
A

D Prob.ni < "i ;8pi 2R/� Prob

0
@NRX
iD1

ni < �

1
A

D

NRY
iD1

Prob.ni < "i /� Prob

0
@NRX
iD1

ni < �

1
A (10)

By substituting Equation (10) into Equation (9), we have

EŒNRREQ�D � �

NRY
iD1

Prob.ni < "i / (11)

Thus, by Equation (11), Equation (8) is written as

‚.�/D � �

NRY
iD1

Prob.ni < "i /C 1 (12)

Because we have "i > 0 for each i D 1 : : :NR, we can
obtain that Prob.ni < "i />0. Besides, because � is a given
constant, the only way to minimize ‚.�/ in Equation (12)
is to minimize the value of Prob.ni < "i / for each i D
1 : : :NR.

Recall that each ni , i D 1 : : :NR, is the number of
RREQs received by the RS. Thus, a combination of all ni ’s
reflects the statistical quantity of RREQs that should follow
some distribution (e.g., Zipfian distribution). Based on the
definition, "i is the minimum value of ni , i D 1 : : :NR,
that triggers the RS to broadcast a gack. Thus, the combi-
nation of all "i ’s also follows the same distribution. There-
fore, the value of Prob.ni < "i / is expected to increase
when ni is close to "i for each i D 1 : : :NR. Based on the
above observation, we define a distance function of ni and
"i as follows:

H.ni ; "i /D

(
max.ni ;"i /
min.ni ;"i /

if ni < "i
1 otherwise

When ni < "i , we have H.ni ; "i / > 1, and its value
decreases when ni is more close to "i . On the other hand,
when ni � "i , we define the value of H.ni ; "i / to be one.
By transforming the probability Prob.ni < "i / to the dis-
tance function H.ni ; "i /, our objective (to minimize ‚.�/
in Equation (12)) becomes

minimize
NRY
iD1

H.ni ; "i / (13)

By taking logarithm in Equation (13), we calculate the
optimal values of "1; "2; � � � , and "NR to minimize ‚.�/
by the following optimization equations:

minimize

NRX
iD1

logH.ni ; "i /

subject to

ni > 0 for i D 1 : : :NR
"i > 0 for i D 1 : : :NR

0 <

NRX
iD1

"i � � (14)

We can use the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) algorithm
[34] to solve Equation (14). Then by applying the values of
all "i s, i D 1 : : :NR, into Equation (6), we can calculate
ıvar.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we verify the effectiveness of BR-LW by
simulations. In our simulations, there is one BS supporting
four RSs, as shown in Figure 1. These four RSs belong to
the same multicast group, and each RS serves ten MDs ini-
tially. We measure the amounts of RREQ submissions from
the MDs and packet retransmissions from the RS under
different distributions of DVB-H packet loss F and corre-
lation feature of RREQs L. The two distributions F and L
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are normal distributions and independent with each other.
For distribution F , we consider three scenarios:

� Left skew: The peak of F appears in the left-hand
side.
F
�
XF D 0� T ; �F D

1
4T ; 	F D

1
5T

�
� Balanced: The peak of F appears in the middle.

F
�
XF D 0� T ; �F D

1
2T ; 	F D

1
5T

�
� Right skew: The peak of F appears in the right-hand

side.
F
�
XF D 0� T ; �F D

3
4T ; 	F D

1
5T

�
Here, XF , �F , and 	F are the random variable, mean
value, and standard deviation of F , respectively, and T is
the period of simulation time. Distribution F models the
needs of sending RREQs by MDs. The three scenarios,
namely, left skew, balanced, and right skew, indicate that
a mass of packet loss occur at time around 0:25T , 0:5T ,
and 0:75T , respectively.

For distribution L, we consider four scenarios:

� Spatially middle: Spatially correlated RREQs are
generated in the middle of the simulation.

L
�
XL D 0� T ; �L D

1
2T ; 	L D

1
10T

�
� Spatially late: Spatially correlated RREQs are gener-

ated in the late portion of the simulation.

L
�
XL D 0� T ; �L D

3
4T ; 	L D

1
10T

�
� Temporally middle: Temporally correlated RREQs

are generated in the middle of the simulation.

L
�
XL D 0� T ; �L D

1
2T ; 	L D

1
5T

�
� Temporally late: Temporally correlated RREQs are

generated in the late portion of the simulation.

L
�
XL D 0� T ; �L D

3
4T ; 	L D

1
5T

�
Here, XL, �L, and 	L are the random variable, mean
value, and standard deviation of L, respectively. Distribu-
tion L models the inhibited submissions of RREQs after
the RS broadcasts a gack. To model the spatial correlation
of RREQs, the two scenarios, namely, spatially middle and
spatially late, indicate that a mass of correlated RREQs
are generated at time around 0:5T and 0:75T , respec-
tively. The similar scenarios (i.e., temporally middle and
temporally late) are also applied to model the temporal
correlation of RREQs.

5.1. Ratio of inhibited recovery requests

We first evaluate the ratio of inhibited RREQs by BR-LW.
To show the effect of gack timing, we do not apply the
adjustment mechanisms in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Instead,
we let the RS send a gack once at fixed time 0:1T , 0:2T ,
� � � , and T . Note that the RS sends only one gack and that
MDs still submit their RREQs after receiving a gack.

Figure 3 shows the ratio of inhibited RREQs under dif-
ferent distributions of F and L. For comparison, we con-
sider an ideal case where only one MD sends RREQs and

other MDs are silent before the RS sending gack. As can
be seen, gack timing significantly affects the ratio of inhib-
ited RREQs. The peak (i.e., the maximum ratio of inhibited
RREQs) of the ideal case in the spatially middle (respec-
tively, temporally middle) scenario of L locates at time
0:5T because a mass of spatially (respectively, temporally)
correlated RREQs are generated at time 0:5T . In this case,
most MDs can find similar requests from the gack and
thus avoid sending duplicate RREQs. Similarly, the peak
of the ideal case in the spatially late (respectively, tempo-
rally late) scenario of L appears at time between 0:7T and
0:8T because a mass of spatially (respectively, temporally)
correlated RREQs are generated at time 0:75T . However,
because the RS will put its predicted future requests in
the gack if RREQs exhibit temporal correlation, the effect
of gack timing is less significant in the temporally middle
and temporally late scenarios compared with the spatially
middle and spatially late scenarios of L.

We then discuss the effect of F on inhibited RREQs.
From Figure 3(a), (c), and (e), we observe that the peak
of spatially middle (respectively, spatially late) scenario of
L locates at time between 0:4T and 0:5T (respectively,
0:7T and 0:8T ), which is close to that of the ideal case. In
the spatially middle scenario of L, the balanced scenario
of F has the highest ratio of inhibited RREQs (refer to
Figure 3(c)). The reason is that most MDs lose a mass of
packets at time around 0:5T and these packets exhibit high
spatial correlation. On the other hand, in the spatially late
scenario of L, the right-skew scenario of F has the highest
ratio (refer to Figure 3(e)). Similarly, because most MDs
incur serious packet loss at time around 0:75T and these
packets also exhibit high spatial correlation, sending a gack
at time 0:75T can reduce the most duplicate RREQs.

From Figure 3(b), (d), and (f), we observe that the peak
of temporally middle scenario of L appears at time 0:5T ,
which is the same as that of the ideal case. The peak of
temporally late scenario of L appears at time 0:7T and
0:8T , which is close to that of the ideal case. The ratio of
inhibited RREQs in the temporally late scenario of L oscil-
lates because a mass of temporally correlated RREQs are
generated late (at time 0:75T ), and thus, the RS may not
predict many future requests. Comparing Figure 3(b), (d),
and (f), in the temporally middle scenario of L, the right-
skew scenario of F has the lowest ratio. The reason is that
most MDs lose their packets in the late portion of the sim-
ulation and these packets may be uncorrelated (because a
mass of temporally correlated RREQs are generated in the
middle of the simulation). However, when most MDs lose
their packets in the late portion of the simulation (i.e., the
right-skew scenario of F in Figure 3(f)), the temporally
late scenario of L has the highest ratio because the peaks
of distributions F and L overlap.

5.2. Reduction of packet retransmissions

Using the same setting in the previous section, we then
measure the reduced amount of packet retransmissions by
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3. The ratio of inhibited recovery requests (RREQs) by bulk recovery with lazy wait (BR-LW) under different distributions of
F and L. (a) F : left skew, L: spatial correlation. (b)F : left skew, L: temporal correlation. (c) F : balanced, L: spatial correlation.

(d) F : balanced, L: temporal correlation. (e) F : right skew, L: spatial correlation. (f) F : right skew, L: temporal correlation.

BR-LW. Recall that the RS will broadcast the packets
after sending gack. Thus, the gack timing can be approx-
imately viewed as the timing to broadcast packets. To
show the effect of such broadcasting timing, after the RS
broadcasts the packets (at the time of sending gack), we
allow MDs to receive unicast packets and submit RREQs
simultaneously.

Figure 4 shows the amount of packet retransmissions
under different distributions F and L. Without BR-LW,
the RS always unicasts the requested packets to MDs after
receiving RREQs. In the ideal case, we assume that the
RS can know the lost packets by all MDs before send-
ing gack. From Figure 4, gack timing significantly affects
the amount of packet retransmissions. The peak (i.e., the

minimum amount of packet retransmissions) of the ideal
case in the spatially middle (respectively, temporally mid-
dle) scenario of L locates at time 0:5T because a mass
of spatially (respectively, temporally) correlated RREQs
are generated at time 0:5T . In this case, most of the
retransmitted packets can meet the requirements of most
MDs. Similarly, the peak of the ideal case in the spa-
tially late (respectively, temporally late) scenario of L
appears at time between 0:7T and 0:8T because a mass
of spatially (respectively, temporally) correlated RREQs
are generated at time 0:75T . Again, the effect of gack
timing is less significant in the temporally middle and
temporally late scenarios compared with the spatially mid-
dle and spatially late scenarios of L, because the RS
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. The amount of packet retransmissions by bulk recovery with lazy wait (BR-LW) under different distributions of F and L.
(a) L: spatially middle. (b) L: spatially late. (c) L: temporally middle. (d) L: temporally late.

predicts the future lost packets if RREQs exhibit temporal
correlation.

Next, we discuss the effect of F on packet retransmis-
sions. In Figure 4(a), the peaks of the three scenarios of F
appear at time 0:5T , which are the same as that of the ideal
case. The right-skew scenario of F has the smallest peak,
because most MDs experience serious packet loss at time
0:75T , but most RREQs exhibit high spatial correlation at
time 0:5T . In this case, a gack can only reflect the spatial
correlation of a small number of RREQs, as it is sent early
at time 0:5T . On the other hand, in Figure 4(b), the peaks
of the three scenarios of F locate at time 0:7T or 0:8T ,
which are close to that of the ideal case. The left-skew sce-
nario of F has the smallest peak. The reason is that most
MDs experience serious packet loss at early time 0:25T ,
but most spatially correlated RREQs are generated at late
time 0:75T .

For the temporally middle and temporally late scenarios
of L (i.e., Figure 4(c) and (d)), the peaks of different sce-
narios of F may not necessary be the same. The reason is
that the RS will put its prediction of future lost packets in
a gack. However, similar to Figure 4(a) and (b), the right-
skew (respectively, left-skew) scenario of F in Figure 4(c)
(respectively, Figure 4(d)) has the smallest peak, because
gack can only reflect the temporal correlation of a small
number of RREQs.

5.3. Adjustment of ıvar

Recall that the RS will send a gack when cvar � ıvar, which
means that the received RREQs may exhibit high spatial
correlation. We also analyze how to adjust ıvar in Section 4.
In this section, we verify the correctness of our analysis on
ıvar. The simulation consists of 2000 iterations, each with
a period of T . In an iteration, we divide the time into 10
segments and check when the condition cvar � ıvar occurs.
We adopt the spatially middle and spatially late scenarios
of L.

Figure 5(a) shows when the condition cvar � ıvar occurs
in the spatially middle scenario of L. From Figures 3 and
4, we find that the optimal time to send a gack is 0:5T .
We define that the calculation of ıvar hits the optimal
value if the time when cvar � ıvar occurs locates between
time 0:4T and 0:6T (i.e., we tolerate an error of 0:1T ).
Figure 5(b) shows the hit rate of ıvar, where the exact hit
means that cvar � ıvar occurs exactly at time 0:5T and
the nearby hit means that cvar � ıvar occurs at time either
0:4T or 0:6T . As can be seen, in the spatially middle sce-
nario of L, the overall hit rate (i.e., the sum of exact hits
and nearby hits) is always higher than 80%. Besides, the
exact hit rate is always higher than 40%. The above result
shows the correctness of our analysis on ıvar in the spatially
middle scenario of L.
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Figure 5. The time when cvar � ıvar occurs and the hit rate of
ıvar in the spatially middle scenario of L. (a) Time to send gack

(due to cvar � ıvar). (b) Hit rate of ıvar.

Figure 6(a) shows when the condition cvar � ıvar occurs
in the spatially late scenario of L. Again, from Figures 3
and 4, we find that the optimal time to send a gack is 0:8T .§

The calculation of ıvar is said to hit the optimal value if the
time when cvar � ıvar occurs locates between time 0:7T
and 0:9T . Figure 6(b) shows the hit rate of ıvar, where
the exact hit means that cvar � ıvar occurs exactly at time
0:8T and the nearby hit means that cvar � ıvar occurs at
time either 0:7T or 0:9T . As can be seen, in the spatially
late scenario of L, the overall hit rate is always higher than
85%. Besides, the exact hit rate is always higher than 35%.
The above result shows the correctness of our analysis on
ıvar in the spatially late scenario of L.

5.4. Effect of Handovers

The previous experiments consider the behavior only
inside a single RS cell. In this section, we evaluate the

§The optimal value in fact locates at time between 0.7T and 0.8T . For

convenience, we take 0.8T as the optimal value.
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Figure 6. The time when cvar � ıvar occurs and the hit rate of
ıvar in the spatially late scenario of L. (a) Time to send gack (due

to cvar � ıvar). (b) Hit rate of ıvar.

effect of handovers. The mobility of each MD follows
the random waypoint model, and thus, the occurrence of
handovers can be simulated by a uniform distribution. In
addition, to measure the effect of handover on the timing
of sending gack, we allow each MD to send out all of
its “unqueried” RREQs to the new associated RS after
handovering.

Figure 7(a) and (b) show the hit rates of sending gack
because of cvar � ıvar (including both exact and nearby
hits) in the spatially middle and spatially late scenarios
of L, respectively. For comparison, we also observe the
hit rate when there are no handovers. Because the han-
dovering behavior of MDs extends the spatial correlation
of RREQs to neighboring RS cells, our lazy-wait opera-
tion can help reduce the redundant requests sent from han-
dovering MDs. Therefore, there is only a slight decrease of
hit rate caused by handovering MDs. From Figure 7, the
decreases of hit rates in the spatially middle and spatially
late scenarios of L are about 4.5% and 9.5%, respectively.
On average, the hit rate always exceeds 75% even when
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Figure 7. The hit rate of sending gack (due to cvar � ıvar) when
there are handovers.

there are handovers, which shows the effectiveness of our
BR-LW scheme.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Digital video broadcasting-handheld supports the broad-
cast service of digital video to handheld devices in a mobile
environment, but it may suffer from serious packet loss
because of unreliable wireless transmissions. In this paper,
we follow the DVB-IPDC architecture by integrating a
DVB-H system with a broadband WiMAX network to sup-
port the packet recovery mechanism. We have addressed
two critical GPL and BDH problems and developed a
novel BR-LW scheme to solve these problems. BR-LW

exploits the spatial and temporal correlations of recov-
ery requests and efficiently reduces duplicate request sub-
missions while merging retransmissions of lost packets.
Simulation results have verified that BR-LW significantly
reduces the amount of message transmissions inside a
WiMAX RS cell, thereby alleviating network congestion
while improving communication efficiency. Furthermore,
with mathematical analysis, we have discussed how to
adaptively determine the timing for each MD to send its
requests based on the channel condition, as well as the
timing for each RS to broadcast a group acknowledge-
ment according to the spatial and temporal correlations of
received requests.

For the future work, we will further investigate how
to improve video quality of MDs by considering some
QoS requirements such as delay, jitter, and PSNR in the
proposed scheme.
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